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NOMENCLATURE 

heat transfer area on side designated by subscript, 
ft 2 (rn2 ) 

area available for longitudinal conduction on side 
designated by subsCri9t, ft 2 (m 2 ) 

heat capacity rate of fluid: 
. 
mcp' 8TtJ/hr (rrl) 

heat capacity rate of rotor = 60 mrcrN, 3TJ/hr (N) 

heat transfer coefficient, 8TU/hr ft 2 °F (W/rn20 C) 

the~al conductivity of the rotor material, 8TJ/hr 
ft OF (W/rnOC) 

mass flow rate of fluid, lb~/hr (kg/h) 

rotor mass, Ibm (kg) 

rotor speed, rpm 

overall number of transfer units 

Ventilation air volumet'l:'ic flow rate, ft 3/rnin (m3/s) 

air temperature, 0E' (<lC) 

leakage rate I (ft3/min) (:nJ/sec) 

carryover rate, ct3/min (rn3/sec)' 

Subscriots 

1. inlet 

o outlet 

e exhaust 

s supply 
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1. INTRODO CTION 

With the increased cost of energy supply, considecable effocts 
have been directed towards enecgy conse~lation. Consecvation 
houses ace intended to be neacly aic-tight to cut down on dif
fecent sources of enecgy losses. This development will 
increase the need for forced mechanical ventilation systems to 
be provided in future homes. In such ventilation processes, 
air at coom tempecature is exhausted to the outside and 
replaced by cold or hot air (depending on the season) which 
ought to be heated or cooled to the cacm temgerat~ce cespec
ti'lely. The enecgy losses associated ',.;i th t.hese pcocesses are 
considerable and tend to ~ake air-tight homes less economical 
to operate. 

However, some of this loss, hopefully most at lt, can be 
reclaimed bv orovidina an efficient heat exchance becHeen the 
exhausted and- intake ~ir. The air-to-air regen~rative b.ctany 
heat exchanger, which is sometimes refecred to as 11 t."ler:nal 
wheel" can be used effectively for t!1is purpose. It has t·,.;o 
main advantages avec other types of heat exchangers, namely, 
compactness and high effectiveness. 

As shown in Figure 1, the thermal wheel consists of a cylin
dcical rotoc pa~_~ed ·'..;it...'-1 an air per.neable ~edi.a having a large 
surface area that is exposed to the air streams and transfecs 
it to the cool one. The rotation of the wheel ocovides a elcw 
of energy from the hot to t!1e cold air streams.- Alt!1ough the 
design and perfor.nance of regenerative rota~i heat exchar.gers 
is, more or less, well established :oc large industrial appli
cations, smal':" units to handle residential 'lentilaticn races 
are lad~ir.g. 

The development of a small air-to-air rotary heac exchanger 
for residential applications was undertaken by the ~echanical 
Researc~ Oepar~~en~ of Ontario Hydro. Our contribu~icn is 
limited to the demonstration of the principle and evaluation 
of its oocencial use for residential aoolications. So far, 
the study included the construction and- tes~ing of a prototype 
hea t exchang er as '..ie 11 as the formula tion of a :;urnerical :nodel 
to pred iet a f the pe rfor:nance of reger'.era c.i"e :-0 cary hea Co 

exc~angers '..ihich 9l:'oved to be 'lery useful in optimizi:-.g fut'..:.re 
designs of this type of heat exchange~s. 

2. THE ?ROTOTY?~ n2rlT EXCHANGER 

2.1 Construction 

T~e ~otor ~as constructed at 25 gauge ucility grade alumi~um 
sheet. (0.4 ;r.m thick). The aluminum sheet was corr'..:.gaced by 
cassi:'.c i.e bet-,.;een t· .... o cri.::::Ji:'.a ~olls. :'::e head of a hOt:'i.:on
~al milling ~achine was use~ t; turn the rolls as shown i:'. 
:: igure 4. As the requ ired leng t.h of cocrug a tee s::ee':. ',.;as 
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produced, the lower crimping roll was replaced by a smooth 
one. Two layers of the sheet metal, a corrugated one and a 
flat one, were passed through and tightly coiled on a 16 mm 
steel shaft to form the rotor. The rotor was mounted in a 
reinforced aluminum frame which was dil1ided into two separate 
sections as shown in Figure 3. A chain and sprocket 
arrangement was used to rotate the wheel in the range 3 - 12 
rpm by changing the geer ratio. Reinforced rubber seals were 
used to reduce the leakage from one stream to the other. The 
final dimensions of the rotor were 400 mID in diameter and 300 
mIn in leng th. 

The per=ormance tests of the prototype were carried out in ~he 
winter season using the experimental set up shown in Figure ~. 
Outside air was drawn through duct 1 and room air was drawn 
through duct 3. This arrangement closely simulated winter 
operation in a residential installation. The simulated horne 
conditions ie, duct 3, were controlled using a heater and 
humidifier. Temperat:.rre and flow measurements ',>Jere carr:'ed 
out in the locations specified in Figure 4. 

The experimental data are presented in terms ot tlVe 
dimensionless groups usually used to describe the per:o~ance 
of .regenerative heat exchangers which are listed in Table I. 

:igure 5 demonstrates the increase of sensible heat recovery 
rate with increasing ventilation rate and the initial 
temperature difference between the supply and exhaust duc~s. 
By converting the heat recovery data into effectiveness data 
as shown in ?igure 6, the effectiveness is shown to decrease 
slightly with increasing ventilation rate, within the tested 
range, and to be independent of the initial temperature 
difference. The average effectiveness was in the order of 
73%. 

The effect of unequal mass flow rates in the supply and 
exha~st ducts is also demonstrated in Figure 7 where 
dec::easing the parameter C:nin/Cmax res'ulted in increasing 
effectiveness. So far as the effect of rotational speed is 
concerned, it was expec~ed that an inc::ease in the ::otor speed 
would lead to higher effectiveness. Eowever, when tests were 
carried out in the range of 3 - 12 rpm, no significant 
difference in effectiveness was obse~led apparently because 
the rotor heat capacity was too high due to its large.mass. A 
quantitative explanation of this point will be shown later. 

One of the important considerations in designing and operating 
rotaty heat exchangers, is the air leakage and carri over from 
one duct to the other. figure a shows a schematic of the 
leakage paths in the thermal ''''heel. L.:::akage at the rotor face 
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across the seals is a function of t~e ~ressure difference 
bet· ... een the two ducts and can be reduced by mini;niz ing this 
pressure difference and by the use of ?roper seal. However, 
in situations where leakage from the exhaust duct to the suo
ply duct cannot be tolerated, the su?ply duct should inten-" 
tionally be kept at slightly higher pressure than the exhaut 
one. Carryover is the air which is entrapped in the rotor 
passages as it rotates from one duct to ~he other. Carry over 
ra te is eas ily pred icted as the product 0 f the ~10 id volu;ne 
times the rotational speed. Tracer gas analysis technique ~as 
used to assess 'eoeh leakage and carryover in t;:e protety?e. 
~he results are shown i~ Figures 9 and 10. Details of the 
construction and perfor~ance data of the prototype heat 
exchanger were included in reference/l/. 

Although the exercise of constructing and testing the proto
type rotary hea~ exchanger showed good ~otential. Two prob
lems were noticeable: 

1. Tr.e 73 % effecti1leness obser-.;ed was less than the expected 
effectiveness based on the design procedures specified in 
different heat exchanger handbooks/2,3/. 

2. The total weight of the rotor ~as about 30 kg which may be 
undesirable for the use in residential applications. 

3. TEE ~MERIC.;L MODEL 

In order to better understand the interaction bet''''een t'::e dif
ferent design parameters so that our design can be opti;nized, 
a ntlllterical model ' ... as fo~ulated in , ... hich the governing d':'f
ferential equations for the heat transfer beeween the rotor 
mat:::-ix and tee air st:::-eams · ... ere solved 'Jsing a fi:1.ite differ
ence scheme similar to that presented ':'n/4/. However, the 
effect of heae conduct':'on in the rotor maeerial in ~he longi
tudinal direction, parallel to the flow di:::-ec~ion, ~as incl~
ded in the for:nulation · ... hich -"'as negl'i?:cted i:1/4/. Details of 
the numerical model were presented in/5/. 

~he results demonst:::-ated that the longi~~dinal heat conduction 
is an i~portant parameter and that a conduct':'on parameter 
def ined as: 

:<.;'sc Aec 
~ = 1 + 

Asc 

should be included into the list presented in Table I. Some 
of the results of the rumer:cal :7locel as ::-elated to the pro
totype performance are shown in Figures 11 and 12. 

The effect of longitudinal heat conduction is shown i:1 Figure 
11 ' .... hich s ho' .... s the preo :'cted ef fec ei'leness ' .... hen the leng i t:.l
dinal conduct-ion is neglected (:\ = 0) as com9ared to t!-.e case 
' .... he~ A = 0.2. ay :..lsing the value of 0.2 for the conduction 
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?arameter, which corres?onds to the ?rototype condition for 
flow rate of 0.04 m3/s (85 cfm), the effec~i7eness is much 
lower than that obtained by neglecting the conduction effects. 
This explains why the protocype showed a lower ef~ecti7eness 
than the designed value. 

The effect of the rotor heat capacity is shown in Figure 12. 
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It is clear that increasing the rotor capacity Cr results in 
higher effectiveness up to a ~lalue of 5 for the l?arameter Cr/C:nin 
beyond which no significant improvement is achievable. Since 
Cr is proportional to the product of the rotor mass and its 
rocational speed, and since the prototype was operated beyond 
this critical racio, no significant effec~ of c~ang:ng t~e 
rocor speed was observed. 

CLOSuRE 

The results of this work were used to design a new rotary heat 
exchanger using a honeycomb structure made of foil papers 
having a thickness of 1/10 of the metal sheet used for the 
prototype. ~his will result in a much lighter heat exchanger. 
The reduction in the area available for longitudinal 
conduction will result in higher effectiveness while the 
reduction of the rotor capacity should not a=~ecc che 
effectiveness sign~ficantly as long as the ratio Cr/Cmin is 
properly chosen as shown earlier. 

The numerical model 'NaS used to optimize the ne'..; hea t 
exchanger design for ventilacion rates of 0.02 - 0.045 m3/sec 
(50-100 SC:ill). The final specifications were: 

Rotor diameter = 40 cm 
Rotor leng~h = 18 cm 
Total weigh: = 5 Kg 
Average effecti7eness = 85% 

?erfor~ance tests are currently carried out :~r ~bis teat 
exchanger. It 'Nill be installed in a !::iUDAC conse!:"Jaticn house 
No 2 in Ot~awa in the near :uture so that field experience 
could be also established. 
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TABLE I 

'fl = f (Cmin/Cmax, Cr /Cmin, NTUo) 

EFFECTIVENESS = 1] - (rnCp)s(4T) ACROSS THE WHEEL IN TilE SUPPLY DUCT 
(,ilCp )rnin (AT) SUPPLY AND EXHAUST INLETS IN THE WI-fEEL 

Cmin 
Cmox 

C~r_ -
Cmin 

NTUo -

( tlA)-i< -

!rl Cp)min 
(,iICp)rnox 

~L0..LiL 
(,nCp)mln 

(hAL 
Cmin 

(tlA)s ----
(II A)e 

CAPACITY RATE RATIO OF THE TWO STREAMS 

CAPACITY RATE RATIO OF TilE ROTOR MATRIX 
TO THE MINIMUM FLUID 

[ __ L-J~ 
_ I ,- (1) A)* 

OVERALL NUMBER OF TRANSFER UNITS 

CONDUCTANCE RATES 

fTl 
I 

lD 
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FIGURE 2 

PRODUCING THE CORRUGATED SHEET METAL · 
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FIGURE 3 

THE ROTOR AND ITS DRIVE 
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E - 2 DISCOSSION 

Dr. Shou~ri passed around a sample of aluminum foil honeycomb 
similar to the type which they planned to use in their 
second prototype. There was discussion regarding the possible 
difficulty in cleaning the small cells of the honeycomb. 
The wheel is intended to be demountable and weigh about 
10 lb. It could be removed and washed in the laundry tub 
but it is unlikely that it would be cheap enough to be 
considered disposable. 

Dr. Shoukri was not prepared to predict the cost of this 
design although he didnlt think it would be very expensive. 

He expected the second prototype to produce a pressure 
drop along its length of 0.15 in. of water and have a face 
velocity of 300 ft./min. at a flow of 50 standard cfm. 
The first prototype produced a pressure drop of 0.4 in. 
of water. The second prototype is designed to operate 
at a rotatlonal speed of 6 R~P.M. 




